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WELCOME TO MONACO

Monaco : a country focused on success
Few of us think of research in science, medicine, IT, finance and sustainability when we think of Monaco, but it might be time
that we did, as Martin Lewis, managing editor of Intellectual Capitals, discovers.
It’s easy to think of Monaco as just a playground for the idle rich. But the Principality is like a swan. Above the waterline it is
serene, stylish and spectacular. But beneath the surface it is striving hard to maintain its position and steer a new and
successful course to an exciting future. The result has enhanced its reputation with developments in key sectors of science,
industry and sustainability.
Monaco is a dynamic, competitive and innovative community possessing real knowledge hubs and experts in these sectors.
It is a tiny territory of just two square kilometers packed with the culture and entertainment you would expect but also
offering a surprising entrepreneurial spirit and determination to become THE place to meet, live and invest because of the
expertise that resides in the business and academic communities.
Beyond the clichés, Monaco guarantees a high level of services and provides expertise in organizing business events. Its
facilities can fit to all sizes of events. With its 2 km2 territory, the Principality is compact, walking-distance and well known for
its safety Mediterranean climate.
Choose Monaco's expertise to make your event a success

MONACO IN KEY FACTS
More than 50,000 people work every day in
Monaco in 5,000 businesses, including many
major international companies
Its highest point is at 165m above sea level

Monaco is the second smallest state in the world

20% of the territory reserved for
green spaces
250,000 m2 has been set
aside for factories and
environmentally friendly
enterprises

A 2,2 Km2 territory

3,829m of coastline

We are an attractive economic destination!
One out of four businesses has been established
here for more than 20 years and another quarter
for less than 5 years

Cultural and
sporting events
throughout the
year

It has a population
of 38 000 people
including 132
nationalities

It has an
average
temperature
of 20°c all year

WHY CHOOSE
MONACO ?

A BUSINESS-FRIENDLY ENVIRONMENT
- A dynamic and diversified economic platform : health, banking and financial activities,
high-tech, tourism, international trade, shopping and real estate are the key sectors
of the Principality
- The most dynamic pool of employment in Southern Europe with over 5,000 businesses
- The most cosmopolitan and also the safest state in the world with 132 nationalities

EXCELLENT FACILITIES
- The Grimaldi Forum : a modern congress center, eco-certified and internationally recognized
- Hotels with a real tradition of customer service: more than 2 400 rooms within walking distance
of the Grimaldi Forum
- The ONE Monte-Carlo : a brand new high-end conference center on the Casino Square
- Unique and surprising venues for your events
- Attractive rates
- A wide choice of activities to do in the Principality

AN ENVIRONMENTALLY-RESPONSIBLE DESTINATION
- An engaged and responsible country, particularly regarding environment issues, ocean protection
and sustainable development on a global scale
- 100% green organization expertise

A TERRITORY WITH MULTIPLE ASSETS
- A territory of 2 km2, safe and welcoming, where you can walk everywhere
- A Mediterranean climate throughout the year with exceptional sunshine more than 300
days a year
- A country of art and culture which forged its identity thanks to a rich artistic
- One of the world sports capitals hosting prestigious events and pledging to build a better world
through sport

SECTORS
OF EXCELLENCE
When thinking about the Principality of Monaco, rare are the ones who associate it with scientific research, medicine,
information technology, finance and sustainable development. Indeed it is high time to change this perception. This small two
square kilometers territory gathers a competitive, innovative and dynamic community of experts around real knowledge hubs.

HEALTH
Monaco is developing a scientific community of world renown A thriving medical sector may be the last thing you would
expect to find in Monaco. But innovation and excellence abounds in the field. In many specialties, the Principality has
world-class centers of excellence, thanks to the expertise of the professional staff and the availability of the latest equipment.

NEW INFORMATION AND
COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES
Both generating high added value, respectful of the environment and requiring only little space, ICTs have naturally found their
place in Monaco. Research and development activities also play a significant role in the economy and contribute to the creation
of new wealth, innovation and jobs.

FINANCE
Monaco is a financial center. This activity is one key point in its economy. It is prosperous, recognized at the international level,
perfectly regulated, professional and it assures a custom-made service to satisfy the most demanding clientele.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Since its early days, Monaco has been a committed country which is taken into consideration amongst all the international
communities regarding environment problems, protection of the oceans and worldwide sustainable development. The
Government and the whole destination work every day more on sustainable development issues.

For more information on our sectors of excellence that make Monaco successful about MICE sector,
please consult our "Unexpected Monaco" brochure!

CONVENTION BUREAU
The Monaco Convention Bureau is a division of the Monaco Government Tourist and Convention
Authority. Composed of a team of professionals, its mission is to promote the Principality of
Monaco to business groups’ organizers.

OUR MISSIONS
- Managing major convention, congress or exhibition projects
- One single coordinator who liaises with all facilities and local contacts
- Sharing our expertise, our experience
- Guiding the customer through the discovery of the destination
- Mobilize all actors to ensure the success of the event

THE TEAM

Business

Incoming

Development

Sarah RICO

Nicolas MANUELLO

Natacha ASSENZA

Management
Rendez-vous

Social

de Septembre

Networks

Clarisse CAMPAGNA

Aurélie RAVARINO

Adnan GHEZAL

THEY TRUST US :
Astrid WICKI, Osteology Foundation :
"The symposium was a huge success for us as organisers as we had 2'500 participants but also because
everything was near to perfect. We have rarely seen so many smiling faces and received so many
positive feedbacks. (…)"
Catherine DECUYPER | CEO, Conference Manager EuroMediCom :
"Choosing the Principality of Monaco as a venue for the Anti-Aging World Congress was one of the keys
to its success. Monaco Convention Bureau is a real partner and is keen to offer ongoing help and advice.
Nathalie Grosdidier of IDICE, Organiser of the Luxe Pack :
"Luxe Pack found the Grimaldi Forum to be a very pleasant venue with real character. Also, in the
Principality everything is conveniently situated in one place, which is very unusual and is very much
appreciated by the participants "

ACCESS TO MONACO
The Principality of Monaco enjoys a privileged geographical location, in the heart of Europe, less than two hours by
plane from major cities. Located close to the Nice Côte d'Azur International Airport, many options of transport make it
easy to get to Monaco.

NICE CÔTE D'AZUR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
It connects the Principality of Monaco to more than 108 destinations in 38 countries. 61 companies offer daily connections
with major European hubs.
It is ranked 2nd airport in France with more than 14 million passengers a year.

HOW TO GET TO MONACO?

MONACAIR offers a daily

The Airport Express bus

The Monaco station is

From Nice :

connection every 30

provides regular transfers

served by regional trains

Duration : approximately

minutes which allows to

by motorway between

and speed trains (Paris

20 minutes

reach Monaco in 7 min from

Nice Côte d'Azur Airport

is 5:30 from Monaco).

Taxi Nice

the airport.

and Monaco

Tel : +33 (0) 6 10 82 11 71

(in 45 minutes).

Regional express trains

provided when arriving in

The service runs every day

throughout the French

From Monaco :

the Principality.

from 8.45 am to 21.15 pm.

Riviera

Taxi Monaco

A free shuttle bus is

taxi-nice.net

(TERs) linking towns

Duration : approximately
Prices (per person) :

Prices (per person) :

Daily trains headed for

20 minutes

Nice / Monaco : 160 €

Single fare : 22 €

major cities in France,

www.taximonaco.com

Monaco / Nice : 160 €

Return fare : 33 €

Italy and Switzerland.

Tel : +377 93 15 01 01

Return trip : 280 €
Tel : +377 97 97 39 00
www.monacair.mc

Tel : +33 (0)4 97 00 07 00

Average price around 90 €

www.rca.tm.fr

one way

GETTING AROUND
IN MONACO

ON FOOT

BY TAXI

Walking is the best way to explore Monaco. There

For a visit, an airport transfer or for a longer

are numerous public lifts and escalators, allowing

distance race, the Association of Independent

you to reach each district within minutes.

Taxis Operators of Monaco offers you

Everything in the Principality is quite literally

a personalized service 24 hour a day, 7 days a

within walking distance.

week.

BY BUS

BY WATER TAXI

The Monaco Bus Company (C.A.M) allows you to

What about take the solar-powered taxi accross the

travel around the Principality 24 hours a day.

Port of Monaco? It is a pleasant way to travel from
Monte-Carlo to the Old Town, between 8am and

The network covers the congress centers and the

8pm every day of the week. The water taxi is

hotels.

operated all year round by Monaco Riviera
Navigation.

Discover our offer ...

MONACO MEETINGS
To facilitate the organisation of your event, the Monaco Convention Bureau, the Grimaldi Forum Monaco, the
Principality's hotels and the Agencies propose a competitive offer, with solutions tailored to your needs,
guaranteeing attractive rates.

THE CONDITIONS FOR TAKING ADVANTAGE OF THE OFFER
RFP has to be sent to your local Monaco Convention Bureau
Significant occupancy of the Grimaldi Forum Monaco
Book a minimum of 1200 room nights and stay at least 2 consecutive
nights in two (or more) hotels in the Principality.

ADVANTAGES
MONACO CONVENTION BUREAU
- Organisation of your site inspection and support during this
visit (free transfers and accommodation*)
- 35% discount on roundtrip airport bus transfers
- Complimentary welcome cocktail for all your participants
- Return transfers between hotels and the venue of the gala
evening in the Principality
*Maximum of 2 single rooms for 2 nights

ACCOMODATIONS
- Special rates
- One complementary room each 50 confirmed rooms –
non cumulative
- One upgrade each 30 confirmed rooms – non cumulative
- Free internet access in the guestrooms (subject to
conditions in some hotels)
- Happy Hour in a selection of bars and restaurants in the
Principality
- A free reception desk at the hotel
- A dedicated group coordinator for your event

INCOMING AGENCIES**

* * Members of the Syndicat Monégasque des Agences de Voyages

- Dedicated project manager.
- Competitive proposals for the full range of our services
- Round Trip transfers from Nice International Airport to
the different hotels of the Principality of Monaco
- Airport customised welcome desks located airside
- Full logistic support including the delegates’ registrations

GRIMALDI FORUM
- 10% discount on meeting space rental
- Complimentary Organiser's offices
- Complimentary first coffee break
- One sign announcing the event, by the main entrance
- Our communication department's assistance for the
promotion of your event
- Complimentary WiFi access in public areas and exhibitions
spaces (bandwidth non guaranteed)
- Free access to local buses for all participants upon
presentation of the badge

GRIMALDI

FORUM

Ideally located by the sea, a few minutes walk from the largest hotels in the Principality, the Grimaldi Forum Monaco is one of the
first eco-certified European convention centers. With 35,000m2 of floor space, it hosts all types of business events: meetings,
conventions, conventions, product launches up to 3,000 people, trade shows and exhibitions. Recognized internationally by the
profession, for the quality of its infrastructures, its great modularity and the professionalism of its teams, the Grimaldi Forum
Monaco is undoubtedly the perfect setting to offer your events a unique identity.

THE GRIMALDI FORUM IN 5 REASONS
GREEN

R.O.I

SERVICE

HIGH-TECH

WALKING-DISTANCE

Our ISO 14001: 2004

All events benefit from an

Our team of 136

Sharp

Of the 2 324 hotel

certified convention

maximized investiment

professionals of

equipment,

center is concretely

return thanks to the

the event will put

free WiFi access

committed to a more

commitment and

all its talent to the

in our public

responsible event

continuous support of

success of your

areas, for your

industry.

the GFM.

event.

comfort.

rooms in the
Principality, 1,500 are
located less than 10
minutes walk from our
Convention Center

SERVICES : LABEL OF REQUIREMENT AND QUALITY

COMMUNICATION

TECHNICAL
PRODUCTION

CATERING

DEVELOPMENT
AND CREATION
OF SPACES

LOGISTIC

AREAS : MODULAR IN YOUR PROJECTS
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ESP. PRINCESSE GRACE

THE GRANDE VERRIÈRE

THE GUELFE AND THE GÉNOIS

Directly on the seafront, the

This glass and steel structure

These twin 585m2 spaces each offer panoramic views

Promenade consists in over

is our building’s emblem. the

of the sea or garden. Whether you are hosting a buffet,

1,700m2, next to the hotels and

Grande Verrière’s 795m2 will

a cocktail party, a lunch or a reception, they offer all

the Japanese Garden.

bathe your event in light.

manner of configurations to welcome your guests.
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RAVEL SPACE

DIAGHILEV SPACE

INDIGO

The only limits of this luminous space

Covering almost 4000m2, this hall

A brand new 800 m2 space with an

covering over 4000m2, are those of

has direct independent access from

exceptional panoramic sea view terrace!

your imagination. Showrooms,

the Princess Grace Promenade. It

Elegant and flexible, the Indigo is the place

exhibitions, shows, gala dinners,

can be transformed to suit your

to host your lunches, gala dinners, cocktail

plenary meetings, fashion shows,

event, be it an exhibition, soiree,

parties up to 560 standing guests and VIP

product launches…

gala dinner or meeting.

evenings.

AUDITORIUMS AND MEETING SPACES
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itori
Aud
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Aud

SALLE DES PRINCES

SALLE PRINCE PIERRE

SALLE CAMILLE BLANC

The perfect setting to host 1800 delegates. With

Combining elegance and

Thanks to its complete

its exceptional acoustics and high-performance

sobriety, this 800-place

technical equipment, this

audio-visuals, this auditorium is the ideal place

auditorium is surprising in its

405-seater auditorium will

to host plenary meetings, prize-giving

adaptability. Whether you are

offer a perfect setting for all

ceremonies, product launches or automobile

hosting a convention or an car

of your presentations,

shows. Its 1000 m2 stage will give your event

launch, it will fulfil all of your

allowing your to create an

the kind of scale that will stick in people’s

ambitions, particularly thanks to

intimate relationship with

memories.

the stage’s integrated turntable.

your audience.

ting
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s
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LOBBIES

BREAKOUT ROOMS

Your coffee breaks take here a new flavor, favoring

These 11 rooms which can be divided into 22 offer you a

exchanges and conviviality.

perfect working environment for up to 1200 people. The

Real crossroads between auditoriums and breakout

Foyer, bathed in light, easily connects them to the auditoria

rooms, the foyers, recently renovated, modern and

and exhibition spaces. All rooms are equipped with a cable

bright, can also metamorphose into exhibition area.

network and delivery acces by 3 services lifts. Some rooms

The home has an equipped bar and a cloakroom..

have fixed control rooms. Cabaret configuration on request.

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE VISIT GFM WEBSITE :
WWW.GRIMALDIFORUM.COM

THE GRIMALDI FORUM : HORIZON 2025

As part of the Principality of Monaco's "Urbanization at Sea" project, the Grimaldi Forum will benefit from its own extension.
This new structure will be versatile and flexible.
It will accommodate larger events by providing additional spaces of almost 6,000 m2 easily connected from the inside through
a direct link with the exhibition hall Diaghilec level -1.
It will also have a separate entrance, unloading dock and kitchen, allowing its use in a completely isolated way to combine more
events simultaneously.

HERE'S THE ORGANIZATION IN LEVELS OF THE NEW EXTENSION :
Level +1

Level 0

Level floor

Level - 1

1,730 m2 that can

300 m2 can be used as a

3,200 m2 that can

950 m2 that can accommodate

accommodate 80 stands of

welcoming area in the case

accommodate 150 stands of

40 stands of 9 m2 and 400

9 m2, 700 people and 1 to 15

of an independent entrance

9 m2, 1,500 people in

people in catering. At this level

modular rooms with high

and axis of circulation

catering and 1 to 7 modular

there is also the kitchen and the

ceilings

between the 2 main trays

halls any height

dock.
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One Monte-Carlo, a new conference center comes to life in a completely redesigned neighborhood. Surrounded by greenery and
shops, this new business tourism center, combining the Hotel de Paris Monte-Carlo and the Hotel Hermitage Monte-Carlo, will be
inaugurated in June 2019. It will expand our offer of 1,445 m² of space. dedicated to seminars, conventions, product launches and
exhibitions, becoming the ideal venue for all your events. Book today the must of tomorrow.

THE ONE IN A FEW WORDS

An exceptional
address in the
heart of Monaco,
born on the site of
the former Palais
des Beaux-Arts

9 rooms equipped with an electronic
control system for light and ambient
temperature including :
- the mythical Salle des Arts (301 m²),
reproduced identically
- an auditorium with 80 seats

AREAS AND CAPACITY

Perfect versatility :
seminars,
conventions, product
launches, banquets
and prestigious
events.

A cumulative surface
of 1 445 m²

SEA CLUB
The MICE pole of "Le Méridien Beach Plaza"

The hotel "Le Méridien Beach Plaza 4 *" located in the Larvotto quarter, 5 min walk from the Grimaldi Forum houses the "Sea Club",
an ultra-modern conference center overlooking the sea.

THE SEA CLUB IN FIGURES

THE SEA CLUB IN A FEW WORDS
- The Sea Club and its 14 high-tech meeting rooms, most of them overlooking the Mediterranean, can accommodate up to
2 000 people
- Three rooms are dedicated to creative meetings and promise to surprise the visitor with a personalized design (one
of the themes is also inspired by the F1 Grand Prix)
- The designer Tristan Auer (also designer of the Muse Restaurant) collaborated on the design of new spaces more comfortable and
conducive to creativity
- Each space can adapt to all current presentation systems. Furniture can easily be moved to change the dynamics of space

SECAPS

ESOPRUP-ITLUM

THE

"CHAPITEAU"

Since 1986 the Chapiteau de l’Espace Fontvieille has been a ‘fixed’ institution,
establishing the permanence of the flagship event for which it was conceived on
the initiative of Prince Rainier III of Monaco, known as the Festival International
du Cirque de Monte-Carlo.
Located in the western district of Monaco which was reclaimed from the sea, the
Espace Fontvieille with its 8 665 m2 is the ideal venue to host all manner of
events: gala dinners, performances, trade shows, all kinds of exhibitions or even
car showrooms, product launches, sporting events…

AREAS AND CAPACITY
- Total area of 8 666 m²
- Tent encompassing 2000 m2 of usable space
- 3000 m2 exterior plaza with the possibility for extensions
- Performance hall which can accommodate up to 3800 people
- Reception venue capable of hosting up to 1500 people in “dinner” arrangement
and 1700 in “evening” arrangement.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
The Espace Fontvieille

The Tent

- Welcome areas divided into two 45 m² rooms which can serve

- Complex – metallic-textile structure in circular

as administrative offices, ticket office, VIP area, security, etc.

configuration, diameter of 58.28 m

- 30 m² air-conditioned bungalow

- Total area 2666 m²

- 16 dressing rooms and restroom facilities

- Usable area of 2000 m²

- Men and women’s toilets with access for disabled people

- Heating, air-conditioning & WIFI equipement

- Restaurant on site “Le Café du Cirque”

- 13.50 m long technical grid on hoists

- 1660 KW power grid at your disposal

- Stands and detachable boxes (3790 seats)

- Water outlets and waste water drainage

- Lighting by 56x 1000W halogen bulbs

LEO

FERRÉ

CENTER

Established under the Terrasses de Fontvieille overlooking the harbor, at the foot of the Grimaldi Rock, Espace Léo Ferré is located
below the Commercial Zone. If you wish to organize an event, the room is available for rent according to the occupancy schedule.
This room is equipped with a modular stage, its versatility allows to receive in excellent conditions, as well great shows with
imposing scenography as more intimate events but also exhibitions, meetings, conferences, general assemblies.

LÉO FERRÉ CENTER IN A FEW WORDS

Léo Ferré Center, a
multipurpose
room, offers a total
modular surface
area of 2000 m2

The cloakroom is located
on the ground floor of the
room. It offers a funcitonal
space of reception and
storage.

Our room offers 10
lodges with different
equipment adapted to
requests of our clients.

Léo Ferré Center is
equipped with a bar area
is a suitable place with
furniture available

AREAS AND CAPACITY
- On the ground floor, on 1800 m2 are located the entrance, the room, the bar area and cloakroom
- The floor consists of 2 balconies each welcoming 91 seats and a second bar area
- The performance hall has a maximum capacity of 2082 seats and allows different configurations for the public sitting or standing
and receive different furniture for the cocktail, dinner, exhibition ...
- The maximum capacity for a seated concert is 1063 seats (including 182 seats in balconies). The maximum capacity in standing
concert is 2082 standing places
- A large auditorium with a flat surface of 1500 m2 (including 250 m2 of removable stage) that can accommodate 500 to 1000
people in corporate event configuration, gala evening, dinner show, product launch, .. .

SEUNEV

VENUES
Exceptional places

SALLE DES ÉTOILES
Magical place, mythical artists, eclectic programming : the Salle des
Etoiles is the setting for major events that punctuate the life of the
Principality. With its 1000 m², it is one of the most fascinating venues in
Europe. From here the panorama is unique.
Through its wide glass openings, this space dedicated to the most
breathtaking shows offers an extraordinary view. And thanks to its
removable roof, the stars of the scene mingle with the stars of the sky.
For an enchanting evening, a dinner show or a concert, the Salle des
Etoiles is ideally located in the heart of Sporting Monte Carlo and
welcomes up to 1000 pax.
This unmissable place can also be transformed into a private gala room,
with a catering service that will gracefully enhance your dinner shows.

OCEANOGRAPHIC MUSEUM
Built on the cliff 85 meters above the Mediterranean Sea, the
Oceanographic Museum of Monaco is located on the Rock of Monaco, a
few meters from the Prince's Palace, and offers breathtaking views of
the Mediterranean. A prestige showcase for your events on the Rock.
The Areas :
- the conference room on the ground floor is transformed into a
catering room to accommodate up to 250 participants for dinner
sitting in a magical setting.
- With a capacity of 80 to 1,200 guests, the rooms of the museum offer
cocktail dinners around aquariums

CONDAMINE'S MARKET
In a typically Mediterranean setting and an unusual atmosphere in
Monaco, the Market Hall Condamine can be privatized for the
organization of events in the evening.
The Halle was completely renovated in 2012, for a dynamic offer and
more than ever focused on usability and quality.
The Market Hall Condamine can accommodate up to 600 people in
cocktail configuration. It is also possible to privatize the Place
d'Armes to accommodate events of up to 1500 people.

TOP CARS COLLECTION
Passionate about cars, Prince Rainier III has built a large collection of
vintage cars. Top Cars Collection is located on the Terrasses de
Fontvieille.
We propose to privatize this space for a cocktails or a dinners and to
spend an evening in the middle of cars of all eras.
Technical Information :
5.500 m² in total, 600 m² for sitting dinners
1 300 guests in cocktail configuration
650 guests in a sit-down dinner

EXOTIC GARDEN
The Exotic Garden of Monaco, with its gigantic plants with unusual
shapes,its exceptional panorama on the port Hercule, the Rock of
Monaco and the French and Italian Riviera, is a prestigious setting for
organizing a cocktail reception.
In addition to the Exotic Garden, the complex welcomes the Cave of
the Observatory.
The Exotic Garden offers a capacity of 100 to 1000 people in cocktail
configuration and up to 250 people in sitting configuration.
Different spaces are available, including two terraces on the upper part
and a covered terrace with a bird's eye view of the port Hercules.
Below the Jardin Exotique, it is also possible to occupy the terrace of
the Grotte de l'Observatoire and offer your guests a private visit.

PARTNER'S CONTACTS

Grimaldi Forum

ONE Monte-Carlo &

Sea Club

Olivier VALARIELLO

Salle des Etoiles

(Le Méridien Beach Plaza)

Business Development Manager

Sarah BERTRAND

Evenhia SOLARI

ovalariello@grimaldiforum.com

Event Planner

Group Sales Manager

Phone : +377 99 99 21 06

s.bertrand@sbm.mc

eventhia.solari@lemeridien.com

10, Avenue Princesse Grace

Phone : +377 98 06 41 59

Phone : + 377 93 15 78 39

www.grimaldiforum.com

26 Av. Princesse Grace

22, Avenue Princesse Grace

www.montecarlomeeting.com

www.lemeridienbeachplaza.com

Condamine's market &
Espace Fontvieille Chapiteau

Léo Ferré Center

Exotic Garden

Joannes BERNARD

Lise BRICOUX

Emma GARCIA

Sales representative

Manager

Salas Manager

j.bernard@montecarlofestivals.com

contact@espaceleoferre.mc

egarcia@rmesmonaco.com

Phone : +377 92 05 26 00

Phone : +377 93 10 12 10

Phone : + 377 97 98 37 31

5 avenue des Ligures

Terrasses de Fontvieille

Places d'Armes

www.chapiteau-monaco.com

www.espaceleoferre.mc

www.rmesmonaco.com

Oceanographic Museum

Top Car Collection

Aurélie BOUYER

Nathalie ADAM

Event Planner

nadam@mtcc.mc

a.bouyer@oceano.org

Phone : +377 92 05 28 56

Phone : +377 93 15 36 44

5 , terrasses de Fontvieille

Avenue Saint-Martin

www.mtcc.mc/fr

www.oceano.mc/fr

SLETOH

HOTELS
2478 roooms on a 2 km2 area

Hotels in the Principality have evolved to fully satisfying the expectations of a demanding clientele.
The Principality of Monaco can currently offer 2 478 hotel rooms: 653 in 5-star hotels, 1 365 in 4-star hotels, 434 in 3-star hotels
and 26 in 2-star hotels.

COLUMBUS ***
Columbus Monte Carlo is the reference boutique hotel in the Principality, facing the
Princess Grace Rose Garden. Located in the district of Fontvieille, this hotel invites to
discover the authentic Monaco.
It offers several options for organizing meetings, seminars, launching or receptions,
until the entire privatization of spaces.
Rooms & suites :
181 rooms including 29 Suites, completely renovated in 2018 and tastefully decorated in
tones of blue and bronze. All rooms and Suites are soundproofed and equipped with
reversible air conditioning and adjustable lights. The hotel also offers a 71 m2 apartment.
Restaurants & bars :
The hotel includes a cocktail bar with a refined design and a new restaurant "Tavolo"
with a total capacity of 130 seats (room + terrace)
Meetings & events :
The Colombus offers 1 meeting room for 10 people. There is also the possibility of
transforming 7 suites into a breakout room up to 20 people. The bar, the restaurant and
/ or the terrace can be privatized and become an exceptional place for incentive events,
product launches and private parties (subject to availability)
Services :
- Heated outdoor pool with sea view, open from April to October
- Solarium with loungers
- Fitness room with Technogym equipment

For more information : www.columbushotels.com/fr/

NOVOTEL***
Showcasing modernity and savoir-faire, the Novotel Monte Carlo is located in the heart of
Monte Carlo, a stone's throw from Casino Square and close to the Le Grimaldi Forum
convention center. Renovated in 2019 In a Riviera spirit, this hotel is the perfect place to
combine business meetings and comfort. It has 12 fully equipped meeting rooms, most of
them with daylight. Its atrium gives access to terraces and gardens.
Rooms & suites :
The 218 rooms including 10 junior suites have high-end furnishings, some with balconies or
terraces with views of the Rock, and the Hercule harbor.
Restaurants & bars :
The restaurant, Azzurra Kitchen, welcomes you from breakfast to dinner to taste the dishes
made with local products. In addtition, the hotel offers the Azzurra Bar & More to discover
signature cocktails of the Rivieras of the World.
Meetings & events:
- Number of meeting rooms: 15
- Maximum area: 246 m²
- Maximum capacity: 200 people
- Maximum banquet capacity: 140 peopl
Services :
- Unheated outdoor pool
- Hammam
- Fitness center
For more information : www.accorhotels.com/fr/hotel-5275-novotel-monte-carlo

FAIRMONT****
The Fairmont Monte Carlo is one of the largest hotels in Europe, ideally located between
The Grimaldi Forum and the Casino Square. Facing the hairpin bend of the Formula 1
Grand Prix, the hotel offers the right balance between work and relaxation The hotel's
meeting spaces include multi-purpose rooms, some with natural lighting. The Salle d’Or is
one of the largest ballrooms on the French Riviera.
Rooms & suites :
The Fairmont Monte Carlo offers a modern ambiance and an unique decor in the
Principality with its 602 rooms, suites and residences. The splendid views of the
Mediterranean Sea will make your trip a memorable one.
Restaurants & bars :
The 4 restaurants and bars meet the most varied culinary tastes. Discover the flavors of
Italian and Mediterranean cuisine at the Horizon, taste true French cuisine at Saphir24, or
try NOBU's and its unmatched fusion cuisine. On the rooftop, relax at the exclusive and
trendy Nikki Beach (seasonal).
Meetings & events :
The meeting spaces of the hotel include multipurpose spaces, conference rooms,
reception areas and large ballrooms. Accommodating from 10 to 2,000 people, the hotel
also offers an on-site and off-site catering service supervised by chef Didier Aniès.
Services :
- Carol Joy Spa & Hair Salon
- Fitness Center & Heated Pool

For more information : www.fairmont.com/monte-carlo/

MÉRIDIEN BEACH PLAZA****
The Méridien Beach Plaza is one of the largest hotel in the Principality that fits all the
requirements. Ideally located near the Grimaldi Forum, facing the Mediterranean, the hotel
offers many outdoor spaces.
The Méridien Beach Plaza benefits its own congress center The Sea Club, with 14 modular
rooms but also unique and fascinating outdoor spaces.
Rooms & suites :
Le Meridien Beach Plaza has a capacity of 379 rooms, including 18 suites, completely
renovated in 2018.
Restaurants & bars :
The hotel offers two restaurants, Ilios (seasonal) & L’Intempo, and two bars, Longitude 7 °
26‘ Bar & Alang Bar (seasonal), that will surprise the guests with unusual culinary
experiences such as organic suggestions or barbecues.
Meetings & events :
The Sea Club is a fully renovated conference center with 3,000 m2 dedicated to events,
connected directly to the hotel. It offers 14 modular lounges and it can accommodate up to
2,000 people. The terraces, the pool area and the private beach can be used for cocktail
receptions and private evenings.
Services :
- Fitness center equipped with cardiovascular equipment and
bodybuilding. Aquagym classes are also available.
- Indoor pool and large heated outdoor pools
For more information : www.lemeridienmontecarlo.com

MONTE-CARLO BAY HOTEL & RESORT****
This hotel was built on a private peninsula, close to the Grimaldi Forum. The 70% of the
guestrooms have sea views, and most of the meeting and banqueting rooms are located on
the same floor. The hotel benefit many outdoor areas and a direct access to the iconic
Sporting Monte Carlo. This hotel can be privatized for special programs.
Rooms & suites :
334 rooms including 22 suites. The 70% of rooms benefiting from the sea view.
Restaurants & bars :
The hotel offers 3 restaurants : The Blue Bay, L’Orange Verte & Las Brisas and a lounge bar,
the Blue Gin. Awarded a star by the prestigious Michelin Guide, Chef Marcel Ravin offers a
bold repertoire at the restaurant Blue Bay, with a cuisine that features a fusion of Caribbean
and Mediterranean Sea.
Meetings & events :
- 15 modular rooms with daylight, 70% sea view (total area of 1340 m²)
- Main meeting rooms : America Room and Palm Room
- Main Banquet Room : Columbia Room
- Business Center
- Possibility to organize cocktails and receptions up to 1200 people around the lagoon
and in the Mediterranean gardens.
Services :
- Huge heated indoor / outdoor pool (28 ° C)
- Sand bottom lagoon (seasonal) / Solarium
- Cinq Mondes® Spa with 10 treatment rooms, sentorium / sauna, steam room
- Fitness center & Water sports (seasonal)
For more information : www.montecarlobay.com

HÔTEL PORT PALACE****
The Port Palace Hotel, is a unique and magical place with a view of the marina. A
chic contemporary decor offering true hospitality punctuated by new discoveries
and sensations.
Rooms & suites :
The fifty rooms of this boutique hotel all offer a breathtaking view of the port
Hercule and the Rock. The elegant and refined decoration is signed by Leila
Menchari, the artistic director of Hermès.
Restaurants & bars :
On the sixth floor, the restaurant La Marée offers a breathtaking view habour and
the Old Town. The room has 140 seats and can easily be used for a cocktail with a
capacity of 250 people. The hotel also has a bar and two cellars.
Services :
- Fitness Center
- Spa
- Wine cellars
For more information : www.portpalace.net

HÔTEL DE PARIS *****
An iconic palace of international renown, the Hôtel de Paris Monte-Carlo is today writing a
new page in its history. After four years of renovation, this legendary hotel has just
reopened his doors and it offers an unique setting for groups. Ideally located on Casino
Square, the Hotel de Paris has flexible meeting rooms and unique banquet spaces.
Rooms & suites :
209 rooms including 95 suites of great luxury and recently renovated.
Restaurants & bars :
This hotel offers 3 restaurants:, The One Michelin Star restaurant The Grill, located on the
8th floor, offers an exceptional panorama of the Mediterranean, the emblematic Louis XV of
the chef Alain Ducasse, 3 Michelin Star and the new Ômer restaurant with Mediterranean
influences. The American bar, is famous all over the world and it benefits a new terrace.
Meetings & events :
- 5 modular meeting rooms up to 90 people, with an area of 288 m2
- Salle Empire : A legendary room for your exceptional events overlooking, from its
terrace, the Place du Casino. Up to 450 people in seated dinner
- Wine Cellars, one of the largest in Europe, a showcase for exceptional events: tasting
tour, intimate dinner or cocktails for 40 people
Services :
- Access to the Monte Carlo Thermal Baths (6600 m²)
- Access to the Monte-Carlo Beach Club with Olympic-size heated seawater pool,
private beach and water sports (seasonal)
- Valet service

For more information : www.hoteldeparismontecarlo.com

HÔTEL HERMITAGE *****
In the heart of Monte-Carlo, overlooking the harbor, just a stone's throw from the
Casino Square, this hotel with a refined decoration has been completely redesigned
and renovated in 2011 for welcoming groups and travelers. It offers many modular
meeting rooms and prestigious banquet spaces, such as the Salle Belle Epoque, a listed
historical monument, that continues with a terrace offering a beautiful view on the
Prince's Palace.
Rooms & suites :
278 rooms including 54 junior suites, 22 suites and 12 Diamond Suites
Restaurants & bars :
- The Vistamar 1 Michelin star: refined sea cuisine with panoramic views
on the Haven
- Crystal Bar (coktail) & Limùn Bar, lobby bar and light lunch
Meetings & events :
- 11 flexible meeting rooms, up to 340 people, total area 565 m²
- Main event halls and galas: the Belle Époque Room, ranked
historical heritage, up to 300 people for dinner, 430
m² and the Eiffel Room, up to 310 people in a meeting, 310 m²
- Terrace Midi facing the Prince's Palace: up to 350 pax (cocktail configuration)
Services :
- Monte Carlo baths (7000 m2)
- Valet service and helicopter service
- Access to the Monte-Carlo Beach Club with Olympic-size heated seawater pool
and private beach (seasonnally)

For more information : www.hotelhermitagemontecarlo.com

HÔTEL METROPOLE *****
Ideally located in the heart of the Principality, a few steps from the Casino Square, the
Hotel Metropole has a classic and timeless decoration. Its identity is based on an
innovative concept with the presence of great talents, including Jacques Garcia, Joel
Robuchon and Karl Lagerfeld. The hotel has 6 conference rooms and offers a tailormade service for groups looking for a different venue for exceptional events.
Rooms & suites :
125 rooms including 63 Suites decorated in a Mediterranean style and equipped with
the latest technologies.
Restaurants & bars :
A destination of "flavors" with a lobby bar and two starred restaurants :
- Joël ROBUCHON restaurant (2 Michelin stars) with a modern kitchen
with Mediterranean accents
- YOSHI (1 Michelin star), Japanese restaurant
Meetings & events :
6 conference rooms including 3 meeting spaces decorated by Karl Lagerfeld. The 50 m²
of the living room Homère and the 25 m² of the 2 salons Pénélope and Ulysse. The
Theater, the Foyer and the Salon Méditerranée are also offered for events
Services :
- The Spa Metropole by Givenchy including 10 treatment rooms, the Fitness Studio
and the relaxation room
- ODYSSEY space, imagined by Karl Lagerfeld including the pool, its gardens and
a map designed by Joël Robuchon
For more information : www.metropole.com/fr/home

MONTE-CARLO BEACH *****
This boutique hotel (Rélais & Châteaux) is located on one of the most beautiful natural sites
of the coast and was decorated by the talented architect and designer India Madhavi. This
hotel offers the possibility to be privatized and has a meeting room and a superb terrace
for banquets.
Rooms & suites :
40 rooms, all sea view, including 5 junior suites, 7 suites and 2 double suites.
Restaurants & bars :
The hotel has 4 restaurants: Elsa (Bio Restaurant- 1 Michelin star), Le Deck (current kitchen
by the pool), La Pizzeria (100% organic pizza) and La Vigie (fish specialties).
Monte-Carlo Beach has also 2 bars.
Meetings & events :
- 1 meeting room (Salon Eileen Gray): 70 m2, up to 80 pax
- The Deck and its terrace (700 sqm) can be privatized for exhibition, launch of
products or banquets up to 500 people. The other restautants are also
privatized (The Pizzeria 156 m2, The Vigie 315 m2 and Elsa 63 m2)
Services :
- Direct and free access to the Monte-Carlo Beach Club (in season)
- Olympic outdoor heated swimming pool and private beach
- Water sports (in season)
- Monte-Carlo Beach Spa
- Fitness Center
For more information : www.monte-carlo-beach.com
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From the most classic to the most original, all sports activities are possible in Monaco.
The sport is in the Principality a true tradition and a passion, carried by his Sovereign Prince and the
whole population.
Our responsive agencies are here to help you find the best activity for your next incentive, team
building or your next business trip.
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thrills and performance, with its urban layout. But for those who are passionate about racing, the
Principality also hosts the E-Prix and the Historic Grand Prix.
Do not hesitate to inquire to book the best seats for your groups.
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In Monaco, the evenings sparkle and the nights are magical. Bars, Lounge, Clubs ... Inside or on the
terrace, by the sea or under the stars: there is always a trendy place for an after work, to sip a
delicious cocktail, listen to live music, dance to the sound the best DJs.
An exceptional place or a lounge bar with a relaxed atmosphere, Monaco is the best solution for
every budget.
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With its exceptional geographic location, Monaco offers an unexpected range of discoveries.
Its rich environment extends from the French Riviera to the Italian Riviera. The surrounding areas
combines elegance, culture, traditional scenery, local gastronomy, culture, crafts, sports, relaxation,
pedestrian escapades ... and many more.
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AUTHENTIC MONACO
The Principality offers a wide range of local products to experience : the famous "Barbajuan", a liqueur made from oranges
harvested in Monaco, oysters “Perles de Monaco” produced in Monaco as well as the traditional fougasse.
To fully appreciate the many facets of Monaco traditions, our specialized agencies will offer to your guests unexpected
experiences.

DISCOVERING PROVENCE
After one hour’s drive from Monaco, Provence is one of the most authentic French region and deserves to be discovered
through original activities.
Let our incoming agencies take you to the most iconic places of the region following 3 major themes :
gastronomy, culture and nature.
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Since its advent in 2009, S.A.S. Prince Albert II of Monaco leads a strong policy in favor of sustainable
development on both domestic and international level. The actions of his Foundation extend to
biodiversity, resource management and greenhouse gas reduction.
The destination is very committed on this cause. And you ? Support these efforts through your next
event by choosing an eco-designed activities. We invite you to discover the original actions proposed
by our incoming agencies and our local actors.
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Here are some ideas to get to the
heart of the green lung of Monaco.

THE "PELAGOS" MARINE SANCTUARY
The Pelaogs Sanctuary was created on 25 November 1999 according to an agreement signed in Rome by the Principality
of Monaco, Italy and France. This agreement has preserved a space for marine mammals in the Mediterranean. The
objective was to protect cetaceans and their habitats from all causes of disturbance: pollution, noise, catch and accidental
injury. In this sanctuary, located in the Corso-Liguro-Provençal basin, there are 8 500 macroscopic animal species
representing between 4% and 18% of the world's marine species. In order to raise awareness and educate a wide
audience, over the years we have attended the organization of several guided tours.

GARDENS IN MONACO
The Principality of Monaco is the second smallest independent state in the world. Established on a territory of 2km2,
Monaco offers more than 20% of the territory to the green areas. The Exotic Garden, the Princess Grace Rose Garden,
the Gardens of Little Africa, the St. Martin Gardens and the Japanese Garden are very well known but Monaco still has
many other public and private green spaces. This "Green Heritage" must be protected and many initiatives have emerged
to strengthen this action.

HOW TO VISIT MONACO IN A GREEN WAY
What about want discovering the Principality of Monaco in a more respectful approach of the environment?
We are glad to propose you different solutions to explore Monaco through eco-designed tours. Feel free to contact our
committed players to discover the many existing solutions by bike or on foot.

CONTACT OUR
INCOMING AGENCIES !

To discover the
key activities of our
incoming agencies
come discover our
brochure
"Monaco Incoming
Agencies" !

Adress : 27, Bd Albert I
Adress : 7, Bd d'Italie

Tel : + 377 97 776 767

Tel : +33 6 07 93 20 45

Email : joumana@firstclassorg.mc

Email : michela@apogee.mc

Person in charge : Joumana MOYNE

Person in charge :

Web site : www.firstclassorg.mc

Michela MORATELLI JACKSON

Adress : 2, Rue Princesse Florestine
Tel : + 377 97 97 17 16
Email : info@livenup.fr

Web site : www.apogee.mc

Person in charge : Jean-Marc AYACHE
Adress : 23, Bd Albert Ier

Web site : www.livenup.fr

Tel : + 377 93 50 97 90
Email : laurence@incentiveconcept.com
Person in charge : Laurence CELLARIO
Adress : 12, Rue des Açores

Web site : www.incentiveconcept.com

Tel : + 377 97770234

Adress : 1, Avenue Henry Dunant

Email : virginie.cellard@beige.mc

Tel : +377 97 97 01 70

Person in charge : Virginie CELLARD

Email : e.mancinideboni@pacificworld.com

Web site : www.beige.mc

Person in charge :
Adress : 23, Rue Emile de Loth

Evelyne MANCINI DE BONI

Tel : + 377 97 70 88 60

Web site : www.pacificworld.com

Email : miek@inspireme-mc.com
Person in charge : Miek EGBERTS
Adress : 9, Avenue d'Ostende

Web site : www.inspireme-mc.com

Tel : + 377 97 97 34 23

Adress : Le Continental,Place des Moulins

Email : info@cmevent.com

Tel : +377 97 77 56 24

Person in charge : Sophie BELLANDO
Web site : www.cmxevent.com

Email : menno.meyer@phenix-events.com
Adress : 2, Rue de Gabian

Person in charge : Menno MEYER

Tel : + 377 97 77 24 14

Web site : www.phenix-events.com

Email : jc@justunlimited.com
Person in charge : Jean-Christophe GOETHALS
Adress : 17, Bd de Suisse - Bloc A.

Web site : www. just unlimited.com
Adress : 7, Avenue de Grande Bretagne

Phone : + 377 97 70 28 00

Tel : +377 97 97 19 40

Email : katy@dreamcatcher.mc
Person in charge : Katy PALO

Adress : 13, Bd Princesse Charlotte

Web site : www.dreamcatcher.mc

Tel : + 377 97 98 03 40
Email : sabrina.caputo@lafayette-travel.com
Person in charge : Sabrina CAPUTO
Web site : www. lafayettetravel.com

Adress : 11 boulevard Albert 1er
Tel : +377 97 70 62 22
Email : ap@sigma.mc
Person in charge : Ange PANTALONI
Web site : www.sigma.mc

Email : info@raising-stones-events.com
Person in charge :
Rosemarie MERLO POMPEING
Web site :
www.raising-stones-events.com

Adress : 42, Bd d'Italie

Adress : 74, Boulevard d‘Italie

Tel : + 377 97 70 70 32

Tel : +377 97 97 35 55

Email : daniela.menzel@laget-partenrs.com

Email : wtt@wtt.mc

Person in charge : Daniela MENZEL

Person in charge : Mario DAMIANI

Web site : www.laget-partners.com

Web site : www.wtt.mc

CONTACTS

The Monaco Convention Bureau:
the single point of contact for
your event.
MONACO
Nicolas MANUELLO
Promotion Manager
nmanuello@gouv.mc
Tel : +377.92.16.60.88

Sarah RICO
Groups coordination
srico@gouv.mc
Tel : +377.92.16.60.81

Natacha ASSENZA
Groups coordination
nassenza@gouv.mc
Tel : +377.92.16.60.24

Address : 2, Rue de la Lujerneta - 98000 MONACO
Phone : +377 92 16 61 16
Web site : www.cvb.visitmonaco.com

Monaco Government Tourist & Convention
Authority's representative offices worldwide

EUROPE

ASIE

AMERICA

GERMANY (MUNCHEN)
Monaco Government Tourist Bureau
c/o Lieb Management & Beteiligungs Gmbh
monaco@lieb-management.de
Tel : +49 89 689 06 38-61

INDIA (NEW DELHI)
Monaco Government Tourist Bureau
c/o TRAC Representations (India) Pvt. Ltd.
monaco@tracrep.com
Tel : +91 11 23 35 25 50

UNITED-STATES (NEW YORK)
Monaco Government Tourist and
Convention Office
Info@visitmonaco.com
Tel : +1 212 286 33 30

GREAT BRITAIN (LONDON)
Monaco Tourist Authority
mtalondon@gouv.mc
Tel : +44 207 310 10 90

JAPAN (TOKYO)
Monaco Government Tourist and
Convention Bureau
c/o Candlewick Co., Ltd.
monaco@candlewick.co.jp
Tél direct: +81 3-6261-6005

BRAZIL (SAO PAULO)
Monaco Government Tourist Bureau
c/o Global Vision Access
gisele@globalvisionaccess.com
Tel: +55 11 23 67 31 70

ITALY (MILAN)
Ufficio del Tourismo e dei Congressi del
Principato di Monaco
principatodimonaco.milano@gouv.mc
Tel : +39 02 86 45 84 80
RUSSIA (MOSCOW)
Monaco Government Tourist Bureau
c/o Action Global Communication
monacomoscow@gouv.mc
Tel : +7 5(495) 64 43 938

SOUTH EAST ASIA - CHINA AND KOREA
Monaco Government Tourist Bureau
c/o Horus Development & Consulting Pvt.
Ltd
b.badufle@horusdvcs.com
Tel : +65 62 21 17 70
Mr Alain HONG – Representative CHINA
Leading International Business - Beijing
alainhong@vip.sina.com
Tel. : + 86 10 67 16 13 18 (ext 26)

PACIFIC
AUSTRALIA (SYDNEY)
Monaco Government Tourist Bureau
c/o Tourism Garden Pty Ltd
alison@tourismgarden.com.au
Tel: +61 (0)2 82 06 93 11

